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Of course, Mrs. Luo was unwilling to go over, but she had no choice but to walk over unwillingly for the 

sake of her face, she even pretended to be sad. “Fangcao, I didn’t expect you to die at such a young age! 

Don’t worry, your father and I will bury you properly.” 

 

 

Mrs. Luo walked over to yun chujiu’s “Corpse”as she spoke. She squatted down and turned Yun chujiu’s 

body over. Yun Chujiu’s eyes were tightly shut, and her face was full of charred black and blood stains. 

 

 

Mrs. Luo sneered in her heart. Although it was a pity to die, the things in her storage ring would be 

theirs once she died. It could be considered as some compensation. 

 

 

Just as Mrs. Luo was thinking about it, she saw Yun Chujiu suddenly open her eyes and stick out her long 

tongue. “Second aunt, I died so tragically!” 

 

 

Mrs. Luo was so scared that her butt fell to the ground. Yun chujiu stretched out her two hands to grab 

Mrs. Luo. 

 

 

Mrs. Luo was so scared that she screamed and tried to dodge backward. Unfortunately, there was a 

deep pit behind her and she fell into it. 

 

 

The pit was more than a hundred feet deep. Otherwise, Yun Chujiu would not have to sit on the 

chopping board to come up. After a muffled sound, there was no movement inside. 



 

 

Things happened too quickly. Mo Cheng and the others did not have time to react. They could only 

watch as Mrs. Luo fell into the deep pit. 

 

 

“Mother!”Mo Fanghua screamed and rushed to the edge of the pit. 

 

 

Mo Cheng also quickly jumped to the edge of the pit and looked down. He saw that Madam Luo was not 

moving at all. She must have fallen unconscious. 

 

 

Mo Cheng’s heart tightened and he quickly rode his sword and flew down. 

 

 

Yun chujiu blinked her eyes and rubbed them, she bit her own arm again. “Am I not dead? Am I still 

alive? Haha! That’s great! I’m not dead! I’m not dead! I told you, a scourge lives for ten thousand years. 

How can a person like me die? !” 
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Everyone was dumbfounded. Although this country bumpkin was not dead, he must have been scared 

out of his mind! 

 

 



At this moment, Mo Cheng had already carried madam Luo up. After feeding the pills, Madam Luo woke 

up. Although her cultivation was not low, she was shocked and frightened at the time. She did not have 

time to react, so her injuries were not light. 

 

 

Mo Fanghua looked at Yun chujiu fiercely. “Mo Fanghua, did you do it on purpose? You B * Tch!” 

 

 

Mo Fanghua stretched out her hand and was about to slap Yun Chujiu’s face. Yun chujiu knew that Mo 

Fanghua’s spiritual power was very high, so she naturally wouldn’t wait there to be slapped and run 

away. 

 

 

As for what was shameful or not, this guy never cared about it. As he ran, he shouted loudly, “Uncle, 

third uncle, help! Second sister wants to kill me!” 

 

 

Mo Peng and Mo Chang had just been cheated by Yun Chujiu of so many things, so they naturally didn’t 

want to meddle in this matter. However, Yun Chujiu was too thick-skinned, so she directly hid behind 

Mo Chang. 

 

 

“Second sister, why aren’t you and I stopping? You actually shouted and shouted in front of third uncle, 

where is your upbringing? Third Uncle, quickly save me!”Yun chujiu poked her head out from behind Mo 

Chang and bared her little white teeth. 

 

 

“Fanghua, let’s talk things out. Moreover, Fanghua did not do it on purpose. She must have thought that 

she was already dead, so she wanted to complain to second sister-in-law. Who would have thought, 



cough cough, second sister-in-law is too timid.”Mo Chang saw Mrs. Luo’s miserable appearance, he 

almost laughed out loud. 

 

 

Although Mo Fanghua was arrogant, it wasn’t good for her to be impudent in front of her elders. She 

could only glare at Yun chujiu fiercely and made up her mind to deal with Yun Chujiu after Mo Chang 

and the others left. 


